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Abstract

The purpose of the Laboratory Response Checklist for Infectious Disease Outbreaks (the Checklist) is to provide public health laboratories and laboratory networks operating at multiple jurisdictional levels with a useful, adaptable tool to help rapidly identify important outbreak response considerations, particularly when investigating a previously unknown infectious disease threat. The Checklist was developed by the National Microbiology Laboratory of Canada in collaboration with provincial/territorial, national and international laboratory experts, including the Canadian Public Health Laboratory Network, and the Global Health Security Action Group Laboratory Network. While the Checklist was initially designed to reflect lessons learned through National Microbiology Laboratory participation in extended national and international outbreak responses (e.g. Zika virus epidemic [2015–2016], Ebola virus epidemic, West Africa [2014–2016]), the importance of optimizing laboratory response coordination has only been underscored by the ongoing challenges presented by the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic response requirements. The Checklist identifies five highly interdependent laboratory response themes, each of which encompasses multiple considerations that may be critical to a coordinated, strategic outbreak response. As such, the comprehensive review of Checklist considerations by responding laboratory organizations may provide a valuable opportunity to quickly detect key response considerations and interdependencies, and mitigate risks with the potential to impact public health action.

Introduction

Infectious disease outbreak response poses unique challenges and considerations for laboratories, particularly when investigating a previously unknown or newly defined infectious disease (1). Through extensive National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) participation in national and international outbreak and pandemic responses, a number of key considerations and lessons learned have been highlighted. These include the potential need for responding laboratories to 1) rapidly develop and deploy novel pathogen-specific diagnostic testing methods, 2) participate in collaborative, iterative development of case definitions and testing criteria to reflect evolving scientific evidence as an outbreak progresses, 3) strategically engage public health partners to optimize response capacity and coordination, and 4) establish information sharing processes and procedures that support timely public health laboratory (PHL) investigation, surveillance, research, public health messaging and action (2). Continually evolving public health genomics and other “omics” approaches present additional challenges, and provide valuable opportunities to further enhance infectious disease response capacity (3,4).

Given the complex, outbreak-specific nature of laboratory response considerations, timely and effective coordination can prove challenging in the absence of a strategic and structured approach.

The potential usefulness of a checklist approach to strengthen laboratory preparedness and response coordination was most recently emphasized by extended NML engagement in national and international response efforts, in particular the Ebola virus epidemic in West Africa (2014–2016) and the Zika virus.
epidemic (2015–2016) (5–8). Within this context, development of a checklist tool was also considered in alignment with desired outcomes articulated in the Canadian Public Health Laboratory Network Strategic Plan, 2016–2020; including “Priority 2: Strengthen coordinated response capacity to address established, emerging and re-emerging infectious disease pathogens and public health threats” (9).

A review of the literature at the time, however, yielded few publicly available references with checklist content related to emerging and high-consequence infectious disease response. Notably, these references either lacked a strong focus on the laboratory component of public health resilience, or did not describe laboratory response considerations independently of organizational, jurisdictional or infectious disease-specific contexts (2,10,11). The recent emergence of the novel coronavirus infectious disease (coronavirus disease 2019, COVID-19), caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has only served to underscore the critical importance of timely and coordinated laboratory response to support public health action (12).

The Laboratory Response Checklist for Infectious Disease Outbreaks (the Checklist) was developed to provide laboratory organizations with a useful, adaptable tool to rapidly identify key outbreak response considerations using a systematic approach, particularly when investigating a previously unknown or a newly defined infectious disease threat. To encompass considerations associated with larger scale, protracted laboratory responses, the Checklist was significantly informed by lessons learned through prior NML response efforts to Ebola, Zika, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003, and by continuing COVID-19 response efforts (5–8,13,14). As laboratory-related response roles are expected to differ between organizations and jurisdictional levels, the Checklist content is not intended to be prescriptive. Rather, the Checklist was designed to broadly capture the scope of response considerations that may be relevant at all levels, while supporting content customization to reflect setting-specific requirements. As such, the Checklist is envisioned as a complementary tool to existing laboratory preparedness and response plans and protocols.

Methods

An NML working group (WG) was convened to inform development of the Checklist tool to support timely coordination of laboratory response efforts. The WG composition included multiple program representatives with prior experience fulfilling NML Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) roles during outbreak response activations (15). The WG members identified requirements and challenges encountered when responding to infectious disease outbreaks and emerging threats both domestically and internationally. Information gathered was used to draft response considerations for a preliminary version of the Checklist. To support implementation by laboratory organizations operating at various jurisdictional levels, the Checklist development was guided by the need to incorporate the following key attributes: adaptability; acceptability; scalability; and ease of use (16).

To enhance adaptability of the Checklist, response considerations were described at a high level using generic, context-neutral terminology wherever possible. This approach was taken to allow users to readily modify content by incorporating preferred, organization and jurisdiction-specific terminology and operational requirements, thereby expanding the potential scope of implementing laboratory organizations and networks at the regional, provincial/territorial/state, national and international levels. The content of proposed response considerations was assessed, and five laboratory response themes were identified to support ease of use. Content within each theme was developed to be scalable, allowing users to expand or edit the scope of the Checklist items in alignment with response activities relevant to the role of the implementing laboratory organization. The resulting Checklist Review Table (Supplemental I) is intended to be replicable and adaptable using preferred spreadsheet or database software, offering the ability to flexibly select, sort and monitor the status of flagged items following user. To further support ease of use, a number of approaches to classify, customize and prioritize the Checklist items of interest were developed for user consideration (Supplemental II).

The draft Checklist was piloted using a scenario-based tabletop review exercise engaging NML EOC personnel and interjurisdictional laboratory liaison staff. Exercise input was used to refine content and to consider how to best operationalize the Checklist to enhance emergency response protocols. A supplementary NML Response Toolkit capturing laboratory contacts, references and resources specific to the Canadian context was concurrently developed to support NML implementation, and as a model adaptable by others (available upon request). To further verify content acceptability and validity, the Checklist and ‘NML Response Toolkit’ were distributed for review by federal and provincial/territorial laboratory experts (NML, Canadian Public Health Laboratory Network [CPHLN]), and internationally by the Global Health Security Action Group Laboratory Network. The Checklist was originally distributed in two forms: as a sortable ‘Checklist Review Table’ (Microsoft Excel 2010) (Supplemental I), and as a conventional ‘checkbox’ formatted ‘Checklist’ document (Microsoft Word 2010) (Supplemental III). External review input was addressed to produce a final reference version of the Checklist, which was then circulated to NML, CPHLN and Global Health Security Action Group Laboratory Network stakeholders in 2018. Intergovernmental review indicated that the Checklist was well aligned with previously identified core PHL functions, and with priorities outlined in the Canadian Public Health Laboratory Network Strategic Plan, 2016–2020 (9,17,18). Content was subsequently updated to produce the current version, which includes COVID-19 laboratory response context.
The Checklist

The Checklist encompasses five central themes: laboratory investigation; laboratory response capacity and training; laboratory surveillance and data management; interjurisdictional engagement and communication; and research and ethics (Supplementals I and III). Each theme includes multiple considerations identified as having the potential to impact a strategic laboratory response.

1. Laboratory investigation

When investigating a new or emerging pathogen, early response considerations include developing, validating, sharing and implementing evidence-based testing protocols and recommendations in close collaboration with interjurisdictional laboratory partners. Establishing standardized laboratory-based case confirmation criteria may also be prioritized to support consistent case reporting and surveillance across impacted jurisdictions (2). The rapid development of testing capacity was a critical consideration from the outset of Canada’s national COVID-19 response. In anticipation of the arrival of COVID-19 in Canada, NML worked to develop molecular diagnostic testing methods that were used to successfully confirm the first presumptive-positive COVID-19 case in January 2020. NML continued to provide confirmatory reference testing and quality assurance support to responding provincial and territorial PHL partners to ensure the ongoing accuracy of national case detection (19).

Response efforts may also demand sustained, high-volume front-line screening and/or confirmatory testing in excess of routinely available laboratory capacity. Under these circumstances, implementing testing criteria and triage protocols based upon known risk factors may become a consideration to prioritize laboratory investigations appropriately and to manage limited resources. This was a key NML consideration during its initial domestic response to the Zika epidemic, which posed significant capacity challenges as demand for Zika testing persisted at elevated levels well beyond the initial 2015–2016 response period (6). During early COVID-19 response, Canadian provinces and territories similarly established testing criteria to prioritize testing within existing laboratory capacities. This approach was taken as overwhelming global demands on international supply chains significantly impacted the ability to rapidly secure necessary laboratory supplies, equipment and reagents; including personal protective equipment (PPE), specimen collection swabs, viral transport media, test kits, reagents and testing platforms (20,21).

The Checklist identifies various response considerations with the potential to influence the timely coordination of laboratory investigation, ranging from requirements for specimen collection and transportation, to laboratory testing and result reporting. These considerations include 1) the ability to collect, store and transport specimens to meet specimen acceptance criteria for testing, 2) biosafety, biosecurity and infection control considerations, 3) legislative and regulatory requirements, 4) laboratory testing and case confirmation criteria and 5) triaging protocols for priority testing. Quality control and standardization of testing methods and result reporting processes were considered essential to all aspects of a coordinated laboratory response.

2. Laboratory response capacity and training

For responding public health laboratories, an early capacity consideration may be the availability of validated, pathogen-specific front-line screening and confirmatory diagnostic test methods with known performance characteristics. National reference laboratories may be expected to maintain the capability to rapidly develop and validate new test methods when external capacity either does not exist, or may not be reliably available under outbreak circumstances (2). Public health laboratories may also be required to participate in coordinated, interjurisdictional sourcing and ongoing clinical validation of laboratory testing methods, equipment and supplies; particularly when dealing with multiple and/or changing vendors to manage supply chain continuity issues, as during the COVID-19 response (21). Time-sensitive, resource-intense requirements of this nature can place considerable demands on responding scientific and technical staff, as there is a parallel need to maintain routine, mandated program activities.

Laboratory response capacity may be further challenged as personnel are impacted by government-mandated measures implemented to prevent community-level transmission of a newly emerging infectious disease (EID) threat, or by contracting EID-associated illness. As experienced during the COVID-19 response, such measures may include extended periods of self-isolation/quarantine due to confirmed disease, symptomatic illness or potential exposure (case-contact, travel history); as well as “remote work” and alternate work arrangements required to manage child and family-care issues resulting from school closures and other stay-at-home and physical distancing measures (22,23).

Engagement and mobilization of personnel with response-essential skills and expertise may play a pivotal role in addressing surge capacity challenges both internal and external to a responding laboratory organization, as was demonstrated by the NML domestic responses to COVID-19 and Zika, and through the international deployment of mobile laboratory response teams to support on-site Ebola virus testing during the 2014–2016 Ebola epidemic in West Africa (5). NML also deployed mobile laboratory capacity domestically to support testing of recently returned Canadian travellers at quarantine sites during the initial COVID-19 pandemic response.

Depending upon the magnitude and duration of response requirements, decentralization of diagnostic testing and other technology transfer activities may also be prioritized to expand interjurisdictional laboratory capabilities on a temporary or long term basis, and to improve access by remote or isolated
populations (24). During the Canadian domestic responses to Ebola, Zika and, most recently, COVID-19, NML and its provincial PHL counterparts worked collaboratively to support decentralization of front-line laboratory testing within select jurisdictions to improve the distribution of response capabilities where feasible, while maintaining centralized national capacity for reference and confirmatory testing (21,25).

The ability to flexibly address capacity and capability challenges specific to new or EID threats was deemed critical to response efforts. Related considerations include the collaborative identification of laboratory response capabilities with interjurisdictional public health partners, and the dynamic assessment of surge capacity and training requirements to support response-critical activities.

The Checklist highlights various considerations that may be explored if additional surge capacity is required. These include investigating alternate approaches to enhance laboratory test throughput and information sharing, engaging EOC site support for response coordination, and identifying surge capacity personnel with in-demand skillsets through response-focused personnel inventory processes. Surge positions may be cross-trained and mobilized to alternate laboratory sites within or external to the organization, or deployed to the field under the oversight of senior scientific staff as part of a mobile laboratory response team.

3. Laboratory surveillance and data management

Laboratory result data are well-recognized as a critical input to support infectious disease-related epidemiological investigations, surveillance and public health action (26,27). NML response activities have emphasized that laboratory investigations are often similarly dependent on the timely availability of epidemiological data to inform test triaging processes, the selection of appropriate diagnostic and confirmatory testing algorithms, and appropriate interpretation of test results. During the domestic response to Zika, the ability to triage and route specimen testing using known risk factors relied on the provision of epidemiological and clinical data as part of the test requisition process (e.g. pregnancy status, travel history and onset date for symptomatic cases). Interjurisdictional linkage of NML test results with cases under investigation was similarly reliant on the provision of appropriate unique identifiers (28).

To support timely, integrated laboratory-based surveillance and data management, early response considerations may include rapid, iterative, consensus-based development of an infectious disease case definition that incorporates laboratory and epidemiological case confirmation criteria relevant within the current outbreak context (24). Integral to this process is the identification of data elements required for laboratory investigation, case confirmation and surveillance efforts. Alignment of confirmation criteria and data element requirements between reporting jurisdictions may warrant consideration to ensure consistent case detection, reporting and surveillance; and comparability of subnational, national and international surveillance data wherever possible. An interrelated surveillance consideration is the ability to rapidly link laboratory results with cases under investigation, and to link confirmed cases with an outbreak or outbreak source. Linkage and data integration may prove challenging when laboratory and epidemiological data elements relevant to case investigations are generated or collected by separate public health jurisdictions.

Laboratory-based surveillance and response activities may be further enhanced by implementing standardized public health genomics approaches and other advanced molecular epidemiology tools to improve pathogen and outbreak detection, characterization, source attribution and transmission pattern identification. Use of whole genome sequencing methods to support real-time, laboratory-based surveillance of select pathogens also offers the promised advantage of unambiguous nomenclature for interjurisdictional comparison purposes (29).

The Checklist outlines a number of considerations that may impact laboratory-based surveillance and data management. A review of data flow requirements may be valuable at the outset of an EID threat response, including the need for standardized approaches to document, monitor and report laboratory investigation results and outbreak summary information to meet the intelligence requirements of various stakeholders (e.g. lab-confirmed case reporting by jurisdiction, percent positive tests versus total tests performed for target groups/populations). It may also be helpful to explore the potential of existing laboratory information management systems, web-based public health informatics and surveillance platforms, and other enabling tools to flexibly meet pathogen-specific surveillance and response requirements. As observed during NML participation in early COVID-19 response activities, desired functions may include timely and secure data collection, linkage and integration; laboratory test result and surveillance indicator reporting, public health alerting and predictive modeling (30–32). For laboratory partners implementing “omics” approaches to enhance outbreak detection and response capabilities, longer term considerations may include operational and infrastructure support requirements for data transfer pipelines and bioinformatics tools used to transmit, acquire, analyze, interpret and report whole genome sequencing and other “omics” results (27,32,33). Interjurisdictional sharing of laboratory-generated surveillance data may also require consideration within the context of relevant legislative and regulatory frameworks and information sharing agreements, in alignment with established jurisdictional and organization-specific public health roles (33–37).
4. Interjurisdictional engagement and communication

To support evidence-based development of laboratory guidelines, clinical recommendations, public health surveillance and intervention strategies, it may be important to consider strengthening intelligence-sharing mechanisms with relevant public health partners and interjurisdictional networks (14,38). This may involve exploring alternative collaborative and multi-disciplinary approaches. Within Canada, CPHLN serves a critical function by providing an established, secretariat-supported network of national, provincial and territorial PHL experts to support timely consensus-based interjurisdictional development of response strategies, recommendations and guidelines (9).

NML response efforts have also highlighted the importance of clearly identifying event-specific communication and reporting structures to support effective internal and external routing of requests and information. This includes consistent messaging using “single-window” points of contact for responding programs and task groups within the laboratory organization whenever possible. Such considerations are not unique to laboratory response; the need for clearly articulated leadership roles and communication structures was also identified in an assessment of broader public health resilience considerations related to community-level Ebola virus disease response in the United States (10). To support the routing of time-sensitive external requests, NML has had success with the provision of single-window access to laboratory support via a 24-hour emergency contact number, combined with site-based EOC support to centrally coordinate and direct requests within an incident command system context (15). NML also maintains a public-facing, web-based Guide to Laboratory Services as a reference for external test requisitions (28).

Increased frequency of time-sensitive interjurisdictional engagement and risk communication requirements may pose ongoing challenges to response coordination, particularly when a health event generates significant public concern, media interest and political attention over a prolonged time period. Laboratory subject matter experts responsible for organizational response may also be those most in-demand to address information requests from multiple sources.

As identified in the Checklist, a strategic communication strategy may become crucial to safeguard the valuable time of responding staff, facilitate coordinated stakeholder engagement, and ensure consistent messaging of public health intelligence to meet audience-specific needs. Use of social media tools and other web-based platforms may provide opportunities to improve the accessibility of laboratory guidance to public health professionals, the media and the public.

5. Research and ethics

In Canada, active engagement in public health-related research is considered a core PHL function, as the ongoing maintenance of this scientific capacity provides the required foundation for responsive public health action (13,17). As demonstrated during the 2003 SARS coronavirus outbreak response, immediate laboratory-related public health research priorities may include rapid pathogen identification and characterization, including genomic sequencing (39). Launched in response to the 2020 COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, the Canadian COVID Genomics Network initiative will, with public health laboratory engagement, create a “virus to patient” genomic database through large-scale sequencing of host and viral genomes to support national and international research into viral pathogenicity, evolution and health outcomes; as well as vaccines and therapeutics (40).

Other immediate response priorities may include the development and validation of diagnostic testing methods, and applied biosafety research with a focus on timely knowledge translation. Pathogen transmission and vector competence studies may also be prioritized to help characterize risk and inform prevention strategies. As during the Zika response, this may be particularly relevant when the potential for introduction and sustained transmission of an emerging vector-borne disease has yet to be assessed for non-endemic settings (41).

To reduce morbidity and mortality within at-risk populations, national research priorities may extend to collaborative development and implementation of public health interventions including vaccines and other medical countermeasures, as evidenced by the NML response to Ebola virus disease (42,43). Continuing COVID-19 pandemic response efforts have demonstrated the imperative need to understand the host immune response to infection, which is required to inform laboratory testing strategies to determine individual and population-level immune status (e.g. via seroprevalence studies), as well as therapeutic and vaccine development and implementation strategies (44). In April 2020, the Government of Canada launched the COVID-19 Immunity Task Force, bringing together national experts in academia, hospitals and public health to help address outstanding questions related to COVID-19 immunity, including 1) immune status and duration of immunity post-infection and 2) the scope of population-level immunity to support national epidemic response efforts (45).

When faced with an EID threat, there may be an urgent need to strategically direct public health research activities to bridge important gaps in scientific knowledge and technical capabilities. Levels of research engagement may vary considerably amongst laboratory entities, contingent upon jurisdictional context and mandated public health responsibilities.
As outlined in the Checklist, an early response consideration may be to prioritize collaborative research activities within existing resources and capabilities. Research priorities may include pathogen identification and characterization studies, diagnostic and reference testing method development and validation studies, host and population-level immunity-related research, transmission and vector competency studies, vaccine and other medical countermeasure development and assessment, applied biosafety research and public health surveillance studies. To streamline response coordination, it may also be helpful to clearly differentiate between applied public health research and surveillance activities that are integral to routine laboratory response, and other targeted research activities that will require prior consent and completion of research ethics approval processes.

The EID response task forces and networks may also be convened to pursue high priority, time-sensitive research initiatives, engaging public health laboratory expertise along with other scientific experts in academia, hospitals and the private sector. When collaborative research involves interjurisdictional partners or multi-disciplinary teams, considerations may involve coordinating multiple research ethics board review processes, and addressing issues related to authorship and intellectual property in a manner that supports timely publication to inform public health decision-making.

Discussion

Interdependence of Public Health Laboratory functions

When assessing and prioritizing laboratory preparedness and response considerations, it is important to note that significant interdependencies exist between key PHL functions, which include the following: diagnostic and reference testing; infectious disease surveillance; outbreak preparedness and response; and basic and applied research (Figure 1). At the interface of these cyclic, adjacent PHL functions are highly interrelated EID response requirements. A robust public health response capable of meeting each of these mutually interdependent requirements is reliant upon the available capacity of the PHL system to fulfill each of its core functions.

Figure 1 is a Venn diagram comprised of four overlapping circles, with each circle representing a distinct PHL function, and each area of overlap indicating its interdependency with the immediately adjacent function. The Venn diagram is circumscribed by a circular, clockwise-oriented arrow to indicate the cyclical, ordinal nature of the four functions, beginning with laboratory receipt of a specimen for testing, which is depicted as an external input to the Venn diagram. Interdependencies indicated by areas of overlap between the four public health laboratory functions include laboratory capabilities for the following:

1. Pathogen, case and event detection, including the interpretation and reporting of test results to support both clinical decision-making and infectious disease surveillance activities
2. Trend analysis and outbreak detection, including disease detection and monitoring activities to support timely outbreak identification, characterization and the linkage of confirmed cases to an outbreak source (e.g. using molecular epidemiology/public health genomics methods)
3. Public health interventions, including national and international collaboration to strengthen response capabilities and advance public health intervention research, including the development of medical countermeasures such as vaccines and other therapeutic approaches
4. Method development, including development and implementation of improved and innovative laboratory methods and technologies

Within the context of interdependent PHL functions, it becomes apparent that individual considerations identified within each of the five Checklist response themes may have important, far-reaching implications for interrelated response activities within the broader public health context. For example, the use of standardized laboratory investigation methods for case detection (Theme 1: Laboratory investigation) may facilitate reliable, well-integrated surveillance mechanisms which, in-turn, allow timely interjurisdictional case and outbreak detection and monitoring (Theme 3: Laboratory surveillance and data management). Public health intelligence generated through high-quality, purpose-based surveillance activities and shared in a timely manner via collaborative expert networks (Theme 4: Interjurisdictional engagement and communication) may then enable the identification of research priorities to inform short and long term preparedness and response efforts.
When operating within resource-constrained environments and under significant time pressures, oversights during the initial planning phase have the potential to impact overall response effectiveness in a variety of ways. Impacts may include a lack of resource allocation to support overlooked laboratory response priorities, delays or disruptions to the sharing of scientific intelligence or the acquisition and distribution of materiel and biologicals, the absence of appropriate laboratory representation at key decision-making tables and other downstream challenges. The importance of rapid funding mechanisms was highlighted by the World Health Organization following the response to Ebola in West Africa, as “disease outbreaks often move faster than the money allocated to respond to them” (46).

A particular challenge may be the ability to maintain routinely mandated activities in parallel with the demands of evolving laboratory response efforts, and may require careful assessment of workforce surge capacity and prioritization of activities. For example, internal reallocation of highly-trained staff from existing programs to meet immediate surge response requirements may create significant operational gaps throughout the organization that must also be addressed to maintain overall public health response capacity. On a long term basis, gaps in expertise may cumulatively impact laboratory capacity over the course of multiple, sequential and/or concurrent response efforts. Such capacity shortfalls may not easily be remedied using short term approaches in the face of an emerging threat. This effect was observed by NML shortly after the commencement of COVID-19 response activities, and has been an ongoing consideration associated with prior extended infectious disease responses. While first identified as an issue in the 2003 Naylor Report which detailed lessons learned in the wake of Canada’s public health response to the SARS pandemic, the potential impacts of more recent, post-2014 shortfalls in public health expertise and resources on overall public health response capacity in Canada were again emphasized by Dr. David Butler-Jones on February 3, 2020; just days after the World Health Organization declared the novel 2019–nCoV coronavirus outbreak to be a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on January 30, 2020 (13,47,48).

Checklist implementation—additional considerations

The multifaceted, interdependent nature of laboratory response considerations poses various challenges to high-level coordination efforts. In the absence of a strategic approach, there is a real risk that not all considerations relevant to the response context will be identified for action in a timely manner. In the Canadian setting, as in others, numerous guidance documents exist to provide in-depth, pathogen and disease-specific response recommendations. These range from the standardized testing methods, operating procedures and outbreak response protocols used within laboratory environments, to emergency planning and response guidelines used both organizationally and by interjurisdictional laboratory networks (28,49–51). Jurisdiction-specific legislative and regulatory requirements define the parameters within which laboratory response activities are conducted to support biosafety, biosecurity and privacy of information; while other regulations and multi-lateral information sharing agreements (e.g. Multi-Lateral Information Sharing Agreement [MLISA]) set-out disease-specific requirements and principles for interjurisdictional information sharing to support timely surveillance and outbreak response (34,35,52,53).

Operationally, the purpose of the Checklist is to serve a complementary function relative to other, more prescriptive, context-specific laboratory guidance documents. Implementation of a flexible, non-prescriptive Checklist tool is proposed as a means to facilitate overall response coordination by quickly identifying and prioritizing relevant considerations across multiple response themes.

While the Checklist was designed for ease of use in its current reference form, it is recognized that not all Checklist considerations may be relevant or within the normal scope of response activities for a given laboratory entity (e.g. targeted research, development of medical counter-measures). As such, additional customization of Checklist content and terminology to reflect site-specific laboratory roles and responsibilities may optimize overall usefulness. Functionality may be further enhanced by developing supplementary appendices to capture important jurisdiction-specific references and resources, and to help direct further action regarding any considerations identified as relevant during a given Checklist review process.

Implementing organizations and networks may also wish to consider preferred approaches to engage participants in the Checklist review process, including the balance of subject matter expert and working-level representation needed to reflect the scope of potential response activities. It may be helpful to identify operational triggers that might prompt a formal Checklist review, recognizing that such triggers may vary under outbreak and inter-outbreak circumstances, and may be internal or external to the responding organization. For example, comprehensive Checklist review may be considered an immediate organizational priority when responding to infectious disease threats for which response protocols have yet to be developed. Alternately, review may be initiated in response to a relevant external trigger, such as the identification of a potentially high-consequence EID threat, or the formal declaration of a Public Health Emergency of International Concern by the World Health Organization (36).
Checklist implementation may be considered operationally within the context of existing Emergency Management Program planning tools to enhance mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery functions in alignment with the four phases of emergency management (15). For example, a Checklist review process may be initiated in the event that response efforts require centrally coordinated surge support, including formal activation of an EOC associated with the laboratory organization. Review by a subject matter expert group representative of programs engaged in, or potentially impacted by, response activities may be initiated and coordinated by laboratory management or via the EOC. High-level considerations, gaps and proposed action items relevant to the current response may be documented using the electronic version of the Checklist tool, then distributed for follow-up in alignment with the incident command system currently in effect (15). Operationally, a quality-controlled, evergreen Checklist document may be centrally maintained for use as a planning reference during outbreak and inter-outbreak periods.

Whereas each Checklist review process may identify numerous relevant considerations, it may only be feasible to act on a subset of time-sensitive considerations in the midst of a response, while deferring others for future action during an inter-outbreak period. It should also be considered that once the initial response to an EID threat concludes, mandated laboratory responsibilities may not return to their preoutbreak baseline on an immediate or long term basis. As new tests are incorporated into routine laboratory test menus, and testing levels remain elevated to support ongoing case detection and surveillance, each subsequent EID response has the potential to cumulatively impact baseline laboratory activities such that additional resources are required to sustain inter-outbreak activities at “new normal” levels. Periodic review of Checklist considerations during inter-outbreak periods may help to identify resulting operational gaps and inform longer term efforts to strengthen laboratory response capabilities.

Limitations
The Checklist content primarily reflects the perspectives and experiences of Canadian and international PHL stakeholders directly involved in the development and review process. While considerations for laboratory organizations operating at local and regional levels (e.g. hospital laboratories and front-line diagnostic laboratories) may differ in focus and scope, they remain highly relevant to the overall responsiveness of the PHL ecosystem. An overarching limitation associated with the Checklist initiative is the extent to which the Checklist will be implemented and used as intended by laboratory organizations and networks involved in public health response.

Conclusion
When faced with an EID threat, effective laboratory response requires the time-sensitive coordination of multiple interdependent activities to support public health action. Preliminary input suggests that the Checklist may serve as a useful tool to rapidly and systematically identify key response considerations; highlight operational requirements and gaps and inform strategic planning, prioritization and decision-making to mitigate risk.

A primary objective of the Checklist initiative was to ensure the broad availability of a reference version that can be used in its current form, or adapted by implementing laboratory entities to enhance setting-specific relevance. Post-implementation, the Checklist is intended to serve as a “living document” that can be updated to reflect evolving roles, considerations and lessons learned through future laboratory response efforts.

Checklist implementation, customization, routine review and updating within the context of existing emergency management frameworks may provide an opportunity to further strengthen laboratory outbreak preparedness and response capabilities, and inform the development of long term public health resilience. Going forward, any future assessment of Checklist usefulness across implementing organizations and jurisdictions will need to take these factors into account.
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